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Conference
Continued from Page 1

MOLLY WILLMS / MANAGING EDITOR

Students for a Free Palestine stand for a moment of silence during the Gaza Bodies Project on Wednesday.

Gaza
Continued from Page 1
carrying one of the babies in, I
almost cried. It was like holding a real
baby. Putting a dead child on this pile
there, it was very sad.”
SFP membership varies in age,
nationality, ethnicity, student status
and gender. According to Pierce, each
student has differing opinions on the
[XMKQÅK[WN \PMKWVÆQK\IVLQLMI[NWZ
resolution.
“I hope people will realize what
the truth is,” said Nisreen Abuhadib,
a member of SFP who was born in
Palestine. “It’s pretty visible, there’s
the proof. They’ll know who the oppressed is just by looking.”
According to members of SFP,
there was some faculty opposition to

the project.
“There were some emails going around to the Atwood building
administrators,” Pierce said. “They
didn’t ask us to call it off, but they did
express some concerns. There’s always
going to be people who are against
you in something like this.
“We just try to speak calmly to
those people that have objections. We
won’t get upset at anyone, or let them
make this into something bad, this is a
OWWL\PQVO<PQ[Q[V¼\IKWVÆQK\\PQ[Q[
us trying to just educate people.”
Michel said that the last such exhibition at SCSU went more smoothly
and without interference.
“Dr. Potter was involved with the
TI[\WVMº5QKPMT[IQL¹PM[XMKQÅKITTa
asked the faculty person who frequently harasses us not to attend, and
he came and hung out and it was a
super peaceful, chill day.”

Nabozny
Continued from Page 1
istration.
“Boys will be boys,” and, “if [Nabozny] was
going to be so openly gay, that he had to expect
this…” were the responses given by the administration.
Following the documentary, Nabozny gave
a speech which focused on what he believed
needed to be done in order to help students,
particularly LGBT students, be protected from
bullying.
“What needs to happen to end bullying…
[is] teaching kids the skill of empathy,” Nabozny
explained.
Empathy is described as having the capacity
to relate and identify with another individual’s
emotions.
He went on to explain how the “Zero Tolerance Policy” is a “joke” and the many downfalls
behind it.
The “Zero Tolerance Policy” refers to a set
of rules and following consequences which are
standardized throughout the school system.

Students for a Free Palestine see
themselves as a supplement to the
goals of the college: to educate.
“The number one goal is to
educate the campus population and
the community of St. Cloud,” Michel
said. “No one is doing this kind of
education work, and most of what
they’re hearing about this issue is inaccurate and is propaganda from the
mainstream media.”
“I’m Palestinian, and my people
have suffered long enough,” Abuhadib
said. “We just want to show everyone
what’s going on around the world.”
Next week, the Chronicle will
investigate allegations that university
faculty and administration attempted
to stop the demonstration and threatened student members with repercussions should anything go wrong
during the protest.

Nabozny spoke of the lack of common sense
which was used and that people “can’t expect it
to work.”
The lack of common sense refers to the
over exaggerated punishments given to students
whose infractions were relatively minor when
compared with what the punishment was actually intended for.
The speaker also reminded the audience of
the other victim within the bullying situation,
which is the bully themselves.
“The bully is also a victim and needs help,”
said Nabozny. “There is something going on
within the bully.”
Within his closing remarks, Nabozny allowed
members of the audience to ask questions focused on the social responsibility of the students
to take a stand.
“[Be] upstanders not bystanders… People
suffer in silence... Sometimes laughing is the only
way to keep from crying. [Students] have the answer… Kids want to do deal with the issue and
Q\ITTOWM[JIKS\W\PM[\]LMV\[º_MZM\PMÅVIT
pieces of advice he gave within the presentation.
Several professors within the Humanities and
Multicultural Educational Department required
their students to attend. Humanities 498 profes-

scheduled at the same
time as the conference.
Franken, however, submitted an intro video for the
conference.
Andrzejewski said, “The
world has these very crucial
issues that are happening
right now like the sixth
mass extinction of species,
global warming, on-going
wars and the wars are creating environmental problems
of their own. It seems to me
that it’s very important for
people of all ages and interests to think about what
kind of world we want to
have and what we want to
spend our money one. Let’s
get engaged.”
All of the events were
hosted in the Atwood
center. The event ran from
Mon. to Thurs. last week.
Events lasted on some days
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. The
event was organized by students in the Social Responsibility program.
Michel said, “I’m not
one of the organizers of the
conference so I can’t speak
to details on what has gone
into it. I know how hard
they’ve worked because
it’s huge. Clearly a lot of
work and preparation has
gone into this. They’ve put
together such an outstanding program and the social
issues that they are tackling
are complex and go beyond
simplicity. I’m really impressed with the intellectual
level and the breadth and
depth of this conference.”

“I
asked,
‘what can I do to
help?”

Amber Michel
SCSU Alumn

sor, Sudie Hofmann, explained that she encouraged her students to “try to talk about family
diversity” and “to not make a heteronormative
assumptions” as not all individuals come from
the tradition heterosexual family.
The student responsible for bringing Jamie
Nabozny to the SCSU Campus is Jen Czischke.
Czischke had the opportunity to view Nabozny’s
“powerful” documentary after attending an antibullying seminar at the Miller Center earlier this
year.
“[The documentary] shows what steps could
be taken… it shows everything from his perspective and the lack of action taken by the school
administration and bystanders,” Czischke stated.
Nabozny hopes to make a major motion
picture in order to depict a “happy ending”
as many movies and documentaries, such as
“Milk”, end with either the murder or death of
the homosexual character.
“Figure out a way to have a civilized conversation,” said Nabozny. “Why should we expect
kids to treat others with respect when society
doesn’t?”
<WÅVL_Ia[\WJMKWUMQV^WT^MLIVL[]XXWZ\
the LGBT community, visit the LGBT center in
Atwood for more information.

Events
Calender
Get the scoop on
what’s going on around
campus this week.

Monday
QR codes in
education
11 - 11:45 a.m.
This event is free and
open to the public and
will take place at the
Miller Center, room
205. Faculty, students
and administrators will
be educated on how to
properly use QR codes.

Tuesday
Liberation or Bust
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
This event is free and
open to females only.
Beth Berlia will speak.
The event will take
place at the Atwood
Center ballroom. The
women’s center will
host this event to raise
awareness on women’s
issues.
School of Education
Scholarship
Awareness Day
12 p.m. -5 p.m.
The event is free and
open to the public. The
School of Education
is hosting this event.
The event will show
students of education
how they can obtain
scholarships and will
take place at the west
lounge of the education
building.
Customer Service:
The Fundamentals
2 p.m. - 3 p.m. This
event is free and open
to the public. The
event is hosted by the
Center for Information
Systems. The event
will take place at
Centennial Hall, room
351. The workshop
will teach attendees
different techniques to
better their customer
service skills when
working with the
campus community.

Wednesday
Women on
Wednesday
12 - 12:50 p.m. The
event is free and
open to the public
and will take place at
the Atwood Theater.
Speakers will present
on issues of marriage
equality and LGBT
activism. The event is
hosted by the Women’s
Center.

Thurs-Fri
Fall Break
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Senator Ejiro Newton-Denila voices his opinion at Thursday protest. Newton-Denila voiced his support for the protesters.

Protests
Continued from Page 1
organizations, including
MEChA (Movimiento Estudantil
Chicano de Aztlán), which is a
student organization that promotes
the higher education, culture, and
history of the Chicano/Chicana
community.
After the initial confusion, an
open gallery was voted in, allowing
the SGA to properly acknowledge
the protesters. After being voted
in, the protesting speakers voiced
their ideas and opinions, as well as
what they wanted the SGA to do
about the situation.
During the proceedings, a
senator stepped forth and asked
what the proper protocol was for
someone who was being let go
from SCSU employ and if there
was any current information on
the reasons for Saffari’s alleged
ÅZQVO)KKWZLQVO\WWVMWN \PM
protesters from an earlier statement, Saffari was led by security
off the campus, relieved of his
keys, and was not allowed access to
PQ[WNÅKMWZ[\INN
In response, a speaker stated
that the president will not release
IVaQVNWZUI\QWVJMKI][MWN KWVÅdentiality agreements. As for proper procedure for terminations, the

protesters said that what usually
happens is that they allow the emXTWaMM[\WÅVLIVW\PMZRWJJMNWZM
they terminate employment. This
allows them the dignity to make
a statement that they are moving
on in their career and accepting
another position elsewhere.
A large number of protesters
spoke their feelings on the situation in an attempt to sway the
SGA to help mediate a dialogue
between the student body and
Potter. Among the speakers was
;MVI\WZ-RQZW6M_\WV,MVQTI_PW
told the SGA to “act like you have
a heart. Act like a leader.”
At the end of the night, there
was an agreement made to construct a resolution. A small group
of the SGA and members of the
protest collaborated to create the
resolution, which was hand delivMZML\W8W\\MZ¼[WNÅKMJa;IUIV\PI
Ivey, President of SGA.
“I’m really glad that students
are getting involved and that
they’re so passionate about the
people who work for this institution. And when it was all said and
the done, the resolution, I’m really
happy with the outcome,” Ivey
said.
“We’re inviting President Potter to come back and, you know,
really give him the chance and to
give the students a chance to have
that dialogue. Another thing is

we’re starting a student-led community task force to be co-chaired
by a representative from the SGA
… a task force into really under[\IVLQVOPW_\WÅ`\PMQV[\Q\]\QWValized practices that we have on
campus,” Ivey said.
Ivey made it clear that the
SGA is limited in its ability to
QVÆ]MVKM[\INN IVLNIK]T\aMUXTWament issues or concerns. They are,
however, able to make it known to
the administration and President
Potter that students are concerned
about this issue, and to facilitate a
discussion between them.
8W\\MZ_I[QV^Q\ML\W\PMVM`\
upcoming SGA meeting on
Oct. 20 at the Atwood Memorial
Center’s Cascade room at 5 p.m.
SGA has also requested that Potter
respond by Monday, Oct. 10.
Ivey said that a number of
protesters are prepared to organize
a hunger-strike if Potter refuses to
attend the SGA meeting.
As the protesters dispersed later
in the night, small groups of Senators and protesters stayed behind
for a few minutes to discuss more
issues that they saw on campus.
More collaboration will continue
in the future, according to multiple
statements from both sides.
),,1<176)4:-87:<16/
*A4-)0+)::
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John Samuel Smith lifts a sign at last Thursday’s SGA meeting.
One of the main grievances the students laid on the government concerned Saffari’s race.

Breakdown: letter
released by protesters
Staff Report
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Thierry Amisi responds in agreement to one of the protesters at SGA’s Thursday meeting.

Breakdown: Potter’s response
Staff Report
The alleged dismissal of Mahmoud Saffari from
his position as Associate Vice President of Enrollment
Management has been raising controversy throughout
\PM;+;=KIUX][7V7K\WJMZITM\\MZ_I[_ZQ\ten by the Faculty & Staff of Color Caucus and sent
\W8ZM[QLMV\-IZT08W\\MZZMOIZLQVO\PMUIVVMZQV
which Saffari was treated.
According the Caucus, Saffari was given almost no
notice before his dismissal and was escorted off campus immediately with no chance to notify his fellow
staff members. They stated that he was “treated like a
common street criminal, rather than a well-respected
member of our campus community.” Concerns were
also voiced that the reasoning behind the action taken
towards Saffari were directly related to the color of his

skin.
Included in the letter was a list of requests by the
Caucus, including the reinstatement of Saffari to his
previous position.
A letter written by President Potter in response to
these concerns acknowledged his appreciation for the
Caucus but denied its allegations.
“You suggest that people of color who access
leadership roles are not treated professionally and that
they are penalized for disagreeing with senior level
administrators,” he said. “That is not the way I work.”
President Potter concluded his response by stating
that the demands made by the Caucus are “inappropriate and based upon false or incorrect assumptions,”
and that they are requests that he will not meet.

The Faculty & Staff of Color
Caucus initially voiced their concerns in a letter to President Earl
08W\\MZWV7K\WJMZ<PMa
M`XZM[[ML\PMQZJMTQMN \PI\\PMITleged dismissal of
Mahmoud Saffari is “part of
a larger and ongoing effort and
strategy to unfairly challenge
people of color who are in leadership roles on our campus.”
<PMTM\\MZJMOIVJaM`XZM[[QVO
feelings of mistreatment towards
people of color on campus, stating that they do not have access to
the same opportunities as
others and that any differences
in opinion with senior level administrators is met with penalization.
They went on to describe their
united support of Saffari and
what he has done for the university during his eight years of
employment. They stated that the
initiatives put into place by
Saffari have greatly increased
the recruitment and retention of
students of color to its current
PQOPWN XMZKMV\WN ITT
students.
Apart from the reasoning be-

hind his dismissal, concerns were
also voiced over the manner in
which Saffari was treated.
“On Tuesday, September 20,
Dr. Saffari was called at 3:15 pm
\WUMM\_Q\P,Z5ITPW\ZII\"
XU*a"\PMUMM\QVO_I[
over and he was escorted out of
\PMJ]QTLQVOJa,Z;QUQVWM0Q[
keys were taken from him and he
was given no opportunity to say
his goodbyes to the staff which he
has been working with for over 8
years,” stated the letter.
“Mahmoud was told to not
speak to the admissions staff, that
his e-mail would be immediately
terminated and that he could
_WZSWVIV]VZMTI\MLXZWRMK\]V\QT
December 20, 2011, which will
[MZ^MI[PQ[WNÅKQIT\MZUQVI\QWV
LI\M0M_I[\ZMI\MLTQSMIKWUmon street criminal, rather than
a well-respected member of our
campus community.”
In conclusion, the Faculty
& Staff of Color Caucus made
several requests of
President Potter, including
the reinstatement of Saffari to
his previous position as Associate Vice President of Enrollment
Management.
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Business
%XVLQHVVSURßOH$LUPD[[7UDPSROLQH3DUN
Brenna Casey
BEAT WRITER

The hottest new concept
to come to Central Minnesota, the Airmaxx Trampoline Park, is fun for all ages.
Owners Michael Balfanz,
Rusty Pikus, and Rob
Young, opened Airmaxx
Trampoline Park seven
weeks ago on the south side
of Saint Cloud located near
the McStop in Saint Augusta. Even in their infancy,
Airmaxx has already begun
to see a large response from
the community.
With the existence of
only a handful of trampoline parks located within
Minnesota, such as Sky
Zone, Airmaxx provides
for a unique and energizing date night, get together,
party setting, or boy/girls
night out.
Manager, Nate Heilman, explained that in their
beginning weeks they as a
business have seen everyone
from “age two to sixty-two”
and it is “something every-

one can do”.
Starting with just one
trampoline and a lot of
empty frames, Airmaxx
Trampoline Park has
become a hot entity of the
Saint Cloud area. Wall to
wall with trampolines and
foam pits, ATP hopes to
begin tumbling and exercise
courses as well as dodge
ball and basketball leagues
within the weeks to follow.
According to their
online description, Airmaxx
is “15,000 square feet of
indoor trampolines” which
includes age appropriate
courts, two teen nights,
freestyle hours, foam pits,
and friendly staff.
“Our staff is made up
of high school and college
students who are energetic
and love to have fun,” Heilman explained, “however,
the main focus is always
safety.”
Each “jumper” must
complete a waiver prior to
their Airmaxx experience
which is available on the
website. Walk-in customers

are accepted; however they
¹PQOPTaZMKWUUMVLºÅTTQVO
out an online reservation in
order to guarantee availability for the jumper(s).
Lisa Ambrosch, mother
of eleven-year-old twins,
ÅZ[\PMIZLWN )<8QVIV
advertisement through
Leighton Broadcasting. She
explained that Airmaxx was
a “great place where the
kids can be safe, have fun,
and release energy” as her
children and their young
friend were enjoying their
new “playground”.
Brandon Anderson, a
seventeen year-old Foley
student, and friend, John
Jenks, 20, became Facebook
fans of the Airmaxx Trampoline Park and have since
attended the dodge ball sessions twice a weekend.
“Airmaxx Trampoline
Park is not a place to get
your tires changed or jump
a little, it’s a place for birthdays, Friday nights, and a
lot of fun,” said Heilman
explained
The trampoline park is

also equipped with party
rooms perfect for holiday
and birthday parties.
Birthday packages include
60 minutes of jump time
for eight individuals, two
one topping pizzas, refreshments, and cupcakes.
ATP is a place where
individuals of all ages and
demographics can go. For
the college student, $15 allots for 90 minutes of jump
time, two slices of pizza, a
refreshment, and “unlimited fun”. For more information contact Airmaxx at
320.281.5599 or visit them
on the web via their website
or Facebook page.
Their hours of operation include 3-8 p.m.
Wednesdays through
Thursdays, Fridays from
3-10 p.m., Saturdays beginning at 10 a.m.and 11 a.m.,
IVLÅVITTa;]VLIa[NZWU
11 a.m.-7 p.m. Pricing and
additional information
regarding parties and rentals can be found on their
website www.airmaxxtrampolinepark.com.

MOLLY WILLMS / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Molly and Sophie enjoy Airmaxx Trampoline Park.
The park is open for all ages.
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Local news bulletin: October 3 - 9
2IßFHUVSUHSDUHIRU
upcoming ‘Occupy
Minnesota’ protest
7NÅKMZ[IZMXZMXIZQVONWZ¹7KK]Xa5QVVM[W\IºIXZW\M[\[KPML]TMLNWZ.ZQLIaQV,W_V\W_V5QVVMIXWTQ[
7ZOIVQbMZ[WN \PMLMUWV[\ZI\QWV[Ia\PMXZW\M[\_QTTJM
[QUQTIZ\W\PM¹7KK]Xa?ITT;\ZMM\ºXZW\M[\[\PI\IZMK]ZZMV\TaOWQVOWVQV6M_AWZS+Q\a
¹7KK]Xa5QVVM[W\IºXTIV[WVOI\PMZQVO.ZQLIaWV
\PMXTIbIQVNZWV\WN \PM0MVVMXQV+W]V\a/W^MZVUMV\
+MV\MZ#\PMaIZMXTIVVQVONWZITWVO\MZUWKK]XI\QWVWN \PM
plaza.
7ZOIVQbMZ[M[\QUI\M\PMLMUWV[\ZI\QWV_QTTI\\ZIK\
JM\_MMVIVLXMWXTM,MXMVLQVOWV\PM[QbMWN 
\PMOZW]XWZOIVQbMZ[PWXM\WIT[WPI^MXMIKMN]TUIZKPM[
\PZW]OP\PMLW_V\W_VIZMI
<PM0MVVMXQV+W]V\a[PMZQNN ¼[WNÅKMQ[ZMIKPQVOW]\\W
\PMXZW\M[\WZOIVQbMZ[NWZ[MK]ZQ\aIVL[INM\aZMI[WV[<PM
0MVVMXQV+W]V\aI\\WZVMa¼[WNÅKMQ[ZM[MIZKPQVO_PM\PMZ
WZOIVQbMZ[_QTTVMMLIXMZUQ\NWZ\PMXZW\M[\
=T\QUI\MTaQ\Q[JMTQM^ML\PQ[_QTTJMIXMIKMN]TLMUWVstration.
<PMOWIT[WN \PM¹7KK]Xa?ITT;\ZMM\ºXZW\M[\MZ[QV
6M_AWZSPI^MJMMV\WKITTNWZKPIVOM[\W\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[
ÅVIVKQIT[a[\MUQUUQOZI\QWVMVNWZKMUMV\KWZXWZI\MOW^MZVIVKMIVLÅVIVKQITQV[\Q\]\QWV[
7\PMZ[PI^MIT[WKITTMLNWZ[\]LMV\TWIVZMNWZUIVL
XWTQ\QKITKPIVOM
<PMXZW\M[\[PI^MOIQVML[]XXWZ\QV*W[\WV4W[)VOMTM[IVL+PQKIOW#LMUWV[\ZI\QWV[IZMIT[WJMQVOXTIVVMLQV
5IZaTIVL<M`I[)ZSIV[I[6M_5M`QKWIVL1W_I
¹7KK]Xa?ITT;\ZMM\ºXZW\M[\[QV5IVPI\\MVPI^MJMMV
OWQVOWVNWZINM__MMS[)JW]\IZZM[\[_MZMUILMIN\MZXZW\M[\MZ[[_IZUML\PM*ZWWSTaV*ZQLOMKI][QVOI\ZINÅK
RIUNWZ[M^MZITPW]Z[

St. Cloud awarded for
Mississippi restoration
;\+TW]LPI[ZMKMQ^ML\_WI_IZL[NWZQ\[XTIV\WZM[\WZM
IVLJM\\MZXZWUW\M\PM5Q[[Q[[QXXQ:Q^MZ
;\+TW]LZMKMQ^ML\PM:Q^MZ.ZQMVLTa+WUU]VQ\a
WN \PMAMIZ)_IZLNZWU\PM5QVVM[W\I?I\MZ[IVWVXZWÅ\
WZOIVQbI\QWV\PI\PMTX[XZWUW\MZM[QLMV\[IVLKWUU]VQ\a
OZW]X[_PWXZW\MK\IVLZM[\WZM5QVVM[W\ITISM[IVLZQ^MZ[
;\+TW]LIT[WZMKMQ^ML\PM-`KMTTMVKMQV+WUU]VQ\a
-VOIOMUMV\)_IZLNZWU\PM5QVVM[W\I+PIX\MZWN \PM
)UMZQKIV8TIVVQVO)[[WKQI\QWV
<PM;\+TW]L=ZJIV)ZMI5Q[[Q[[QXXQ:Q^MZ+WZZQLWZ
8TIVQ[IZMOQWVITMNNWZ\IQUMLI\ZM[\WZQVO\PMVI\]ZITPIJQ\I\IVLMKWTWOaWN \PMZQ^MZKZMI\QVOMKWVWUQK^Q\ITQ\aIVL
XZW^QLQVOJM\\MZKWVVMK\QWV[\W\PMZQ^MZ

St. Cloud State University
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, Minnesota
56301-4498

Phone
7NÅKM"  
.I`" 
)L^MZ\Q[QVO" !
*][QVM[[" !
-LQ\WZ"!
editor@
]VQ^MZ[Q\aKPZWVQKTMVM\

Staff
807<7+7=:<-;A7.;<):<:1*=6-+75

High school students in Minneapolis may be using Metro Transit instead of
yellow buses to get to and from school.

Proposal suggests students
switch to public transportation
)XZWXW[ITPI[JMMVJZW]OP\NWZ\P\PI\
_W]TL[]XXTa5QVVMIXWTQ[PQOP[KPWWT
[\]LMV\[_Q\PUM\ZWJ][XI[[M[QV[\MILWN 
][QVOaMTTW_[KPWWTJ][M[\WXZW^QLM\ZIV[XWZ\I\QWV\WIVLNZWU[KPWWT
<PMXZWXW[ITQ[VW\R][\IJW]\\ZaQVO
\W[I^MUWVMa#Q\Q[JMTQM^ML\PMKPIVOMQV
\ZIV[XWZ\I\QWV_W]TLJMVMÅ\[\]LMV\[_PW
XIZ\QKQXI\MQVIK\Q^Q\QM[JMNWZMIVLIN\MZ
[KPWWTIVLIT[W[\]LMV\[\PI\PWTLRWJ[
A full proposal will be presented to
;]XMZQV\MVLMV\*MZVILMQI2WPV[WVI\\PM
MVLWN \PMUWV\P
1\PI[aM\\WJMLMKQLMLQN ITT5QVVMIXWTQ[PQOP[KPWWT[\]LMV\[_W]TLJMMTQOQJTMNWZ
\PMUM\ZWJ][XI[[M[WZR][\[\]LMV\[\PI\
TQ^MQV\PM\_WUQTMZILQ][I_IaNZWU\PM
[KPWWT\PI\_W]TLJM\ISQVO\PMaMTTW_J][
transportation.
;\]LMV\[][QVOX]JTQK\ZIV[XWZ\I\QWV
_W]TLITTW_\PMJ][[KPML]TM\WJMKWVLMV[MLKZMI\MUWZMKWV[Q[\MV\\QUM[NWZ
[KPWWT\W[\IZ\IVLPMTXTW_MZKW[\[ZQOP\

VW_[KPWWT[\IZ\\QUM[IZM[\IOOMZMLNZWU
"IU\W!"IUJMKI][MWN J][
[KPML]TM[
<PMM[\QUI\MLKW[\[WN \PMKPIVOMQV
\ZIV[XWZ\I\QWVKW]TLIT[WJMTW_MZQN \PM
[KPWWTLQ[\ZQK\Q[IJTM\WVMOW\QI\M_Q\P
Metro Transit.
<PMX]JTQK\ZIV[XWZ\I\QWVXZWXW[IT
_W]TLIT[WKITTNWZPQZQVOI\ZIV[XWZ\I\QWV
KWWZLQVI\WZI\MIKPWN \PM[M^MV5QVVMIXWTQ[PQOP[KPWWT[\WUISM[]ZM[\]LVM\[
IZMVW\][QVO\PM\ZIV[XWZ\I\QWVKIZL[_PMV
\PMaIZM[]XXW[ML\WJMQVKTI[[
7\PMZTIZOMKQ\QM[TQSM;MI\\TM?I[P
IVL5ILQ[WV?1PI^M[KPWWTLQ[\ZQK\[\PI\
PI^MIZZIVOMLNWZ\PMQZ[\]LMV\[\W\ISM
X]JTQK\ZIV[Q\
8QTW\XZWOZIU[_Q\P\PMVM_\ZIV[Q\
KIZL[PI^MJMMVZ]V_Q\P[\]LMV\[I\\PM
:WW[M^MT\IVL-LQ[WV[KPWWT[<PMZM[XWV[M[WNIZPI[JMMVXW[Q\Q^M

Follow Us Online
Website
___]VQ^MZ[Q\aKPZWVQKTMVM\
Facebook
___NIKMJWWSKWUXIOM[=VQ^MZ[Q\a
+PZWVQKTM!  
Twitter
___\_Q\\MZKWU]VQ^MZ[Q\aKPZWV

Newsstand Locations

807<7+7=:<-;A7.;<):<:1*=6-+75

The Sanford Health sign will be down by Oct. 31.

Sanford Health sign to come
down from Target Center
<PMIL^MZ\Q[MUMV\NWZ;IVNWZL0MIT\PWV\PM[QLMWN 
<IZOM\+MV\MZ_QTTJM\ISMVLW_VJa\PMMVLWN \PMUWV\P
<IZOM\+WZXZMVM_MLVIUQVOZQOP\[\W\PM<QUJMZ_WT^M[)ZMVIQV;MX\MUJMZIVL\PQ[OI^M\PMZM\IQTMZIKKM[[
\W\PMTIZOMXQMKMWN IL^MZ\Q[QVOZMITM[\I\M
<PM[QOVNIKM[QV\PMLQZMK\QWVWN <IZOM\.QMTLIVL_MV\
]XIJW]\IaMIZIOWI[XIZ\WN ILMIT_Q\P\PM5QVVM[W\I
<QUJMZ_WT^M[_PWI\\PM\QUMKWV\ZWTTML[QOVIOMWV\PM
Target Center Arena.
<PMTIZOMIVLQTT]UQVI\MLILNWZ;IVNWZL0MIT\P_PQKP
Q[IVWVXZWÅ\PMIT\P[a[\MUJI[MLQV\PM,ISW\I[_I[KWV[QLMZMLKWV\ZW^MZ[QITIVLVW\_MTTTQSMLNZWUKQ^QKTMILMZ[WZ
Minnesota Twins fans.
1\Q[]X\W<IZOM\+WZX\WLMKQLMPW_\PMa_IV\\WÅTT
\PM[XIKMWN _PMZM\PM;IVNWZL0MIT\P[QOVQ[K]ZZMV\Ta
6WKWVKZM\MXTIV[PI^MJMMVIVVW]VKMLaM\I[\W_PI\
Q[OWQVO\WZMXTIKM\PM[QOV
<QUJMZ_WT^M[8ZM[QLMV\+PZQ[?ZQOP\[IQL\PM;IVNWZL
0MIT\P[QOV_W]TLJMLW_VJa7K\
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XZQLM[Q\[MTN WVRW]ZVITQ[\QK
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X]JTQ[P\PMUW[\IKK]ZI\M
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XZWVM\WP]UIVUQ[\ISM[
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WN NIK\WZUQ[[XMTTMLVIUM[
XZWUX\Ta+ITT  _Q\P
IVaKWZZMK\QWV[
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Quote of the Day

“D
o not fear death so much but rather the inadequate life. ”

Three apples that changed the
world: Love, passion, innovation

Bertolt Brecht

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
False claim on group ideology
Based on “Wall Street protesters need a reality check,” the writer is obviously critical
of the protesters who belong to the group Occupy Wall Street. She makes a fantastical
TMIXLM[KZQJQVO\PMOZW]X¼[QLMWTWOaI[MY]Q^ITMV\\W+WUU]VQ[UIVLIT[WZM_ZQ\M[PQ[tory, wrongly claiming that Germany was Communist).
Strangely, the writer never explains how she was able to make such a connection. This
Glenn Beck-esque leap of logic demonstrates the writer’s prejudice and highlights the fact
that she did little or no research before composing this column.
And what reality check do these protesters need? She explained that since people in
America have it so much better than most other people in the world, the protesters need to
“check themselves.” Oh yes, how far this country would have gone if someone told John
Adams, Thomas Jefferson and their co-conspirators, “Sure, you have complaints with the
English crown, but is it really that bad? Just go along with it.”
In the future, I would like this newspaper to have higher editorial standards and ask
their columnists for more than one-sided diatribes.
Claire Brakel
SCSU student

Steve Jobs: A remembrance
Jeremy Beck
COLUMNIST

OPINIONS EDITOR

The iPhone 4S wave stormed the
world of gadgets last Tuesday followed by
Apple, Inc. co-founder Steve Jobs’ death on
Wednesday.
I have no idea which wave received better attention; however, I would like to pay a
little tribute to the genius who has changed
the world of personal electronics and computers single-handedly.
They say there are three apples that
changed the world:
“And unto Adam he said, Because thou
hast hearkened unto the voice of thy wife,
and hast eaten of the tree, of which I commanded thee, saying, Thou shall not eat of
it: cursed is the ground for thy sake; in sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy
life;” Genesis 3:17, King James Version.
Yes, according to Christians, it was
)LIU¼[IXXTM\PI\ÅZ[\KPIVOMLP]UIVkind – the act of man disobeying to higher
power that sets us apart by God. “For dust
thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return,”
follows verse 19.
Adam’s story teaches us the importance
of submission. We are, in life, becoming
more self-sustained and forget the cores of
life – love, joy and peace. Families, friends
and our beloved ones are often neglected
when we become self-centered in our jobs
and responsibilities.

Have an opinion? Send a letter to the editor.
Web - www.universitychronicle.net
Email - opinions@universitychronicle.net
Mail - 13 Stewart Hall, SCSU, St. Cloud, MN 56301

Comic Relief

“All Jobs go to heaven”
By Meg Iserloth

Say what you will about Apple as a
company or a price point. That mattered
little to Steve. What does a man who
made the world as it is today care for such
trivialities? How many people can you say
truly shaped the world? Men who reside
in History books and long made “declarations” matter little to us now. Though that
may make us sad or off-put, these men
mattered in the scale of things as they are.
Steve probably never set out to be the face
of an empire or the creator of a revolution,
but he did all the same. Not a revolution of
politics and oppression, but one of technological advance.
Few men dead, and fewer alive, could
say they brought about the beginning of an
era. Yet Steve never spoke of it. His com-

passion and resolve allowed him to bring
about a superpower of the new age. His
business savvy and steadfast resolve brought
him untold possibility and wonderment.
He was a “dreamer of the day,” a “dangerous [man]” who “[acted his] dreams with
open eyes, to make them possible.”
What can you say about a man who
lived his life as he thought to? What can
be said about his style and grace? What
can be written about his passion that comes
even close to reality?
The world has lost someone dear; one
who cannot be replaced. His works are
that of art. His canvas: the world. His
brush: a dream. His legacy: an Apple.
Perhaps he has redeemed the name of a
tempting fruit by creating an ever more
tempting one.
I never owned your creation, but I will
always be humbled by it’s genius.
May you live forever.

Jason Tham

We are reminded to love and be loved,
stand steadfast in love and submit to the
goodness of other people in our lives.
<PM[MKWVLUW[\QVÆ]MV\QITIXXTMLQLV¼\
come until the 15th Century.
A man sat under the famous apple tree
and the universe-consigned apple fell right
on his head, leading him to the famous law
of universal gravitation.
Sir Isaac Newton’s apple changed the
world of science as well as mathematics by
stating that “every object in the universe
attracts every other object with a force directed along the line of centers for the two
objects …” and so on.
The point here is, Newton’s apple has
not only inspired him to come up with the
law of gravitation, but also encouraged
human to dream big and to explore the
world with imaginations. Many other great
people arose from Newton’s great works
IVLÅVLQVO[
Last but not least, it is of course Steve
Jobs’ Apple that has put the world on a
different pace, in terms of his innovations
in consumer electronics, computer software
and personal computers.
2WJ[¼[]KKM[[[\WZQM[W^MZÆW_ML/WWOTM¼[
page after he passed away suddenly on
Wednesday. The highlight is none other
than his return to Apple after being kicked
out of his own company in 1997. When he
tried to lure John Sculley as Apple’s CEO,
he asked, “Do you want to spend the rest
of your life selling sugared water or do you
want to change the world?”
That obviously worked out pretty well.
Yet, it was the passion towards innovation
that Jobs has injected into his career that
put him onto the top of the world. His life
PI[LMÅVQ\MTaQV[XQZMLUIVa\WKWV\ZQJ]\M
to the society through creativity.
So here are three apples that changed
our lives – three men at three totally different time of the history. How’s your apple
coming along?

The life of an audiophile: Desire for perfection, connoisseur of sound
Jun-Kai Teoh
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

We audiophiles are, simply
put, the connoisseurs of sound.
For a supposedly poor college
student, I’ve spent a lot of money
on speakers and headphones. The
reason behind it is simple enough:
I’m an Audiophile.
I’m the proud owner of an
Alessandro MS2 with a small portable HippoAmp, both which cost
me a whopping total of “way-toomuch”. I’m also the owner of a
rather rare set of Swans M12 as I
_I[]VIJTM\WÅVL\PMU]KPJM\ter) Swans M10 when I was then
shopping for speakers.
I’ve been judged, even by close
friends who should have known
better, for being an audiophile.
Why spend $500 when you
could just spend $30 on a Sony/
Skullcandy/Pioneer/Sennheiser
earphone/headphone?
Because when I listen to the
vocals of Adele, I want to be
serenaded. Because when I listen
to Vitamin String Quartet, I want
to be in a private strings show.
Because when I rock out to Sick

Puppies, I want Shimon Moore to
be singing to me.
There is a difference between
a good pair of headphones/
speakers and a bad pair.
Think about golf clubs for example. The Average Joe wouldn’t
know much difference between
the look and weight, but a professional golfer would know.
Audiophiles know good sound.
We listen for the soundstage, we
listen for the instrument separation, and we listen for the mids,
highs and lows.
We run our speakers, headphones and earphones through
“burn-in” sessions of days where
_MXTIa[XMKQÅK\WVM[\W\]VMW]Z
precious instruments before use.
We might even spend additional
money to get custom “cans” to
replace our expensive equipment,
or to drill holes to increase the
IQZÆW_IVLX]VKPWN W]ZOMIZ[
Don’t be mistaken though.
Being an audiophile doesn’t mean
we’re stuck-up. I own cheap sets
of speakers as well. I own the
good, but somewhat lackluster, Thinksound Rain. I’m not
beyond using the occasional iPod

earphones. I even used a Cyber
Acoustics 2.1 speaker system for
many years.
I don’t care, and wouldn’t
judge either, if you enjoy your
Skullcandy, Sennheiser or Sony
earphones/headphones.
But I will tip my hat to you if
you tell me you’re a Grado, Beyerdynamics, Ultimate Ears or Audio
<MKPVQKI][MZIUWVO[\\PMUIVa
other brands).
We audiophiles are simply
XMWXTM\PI\IXXZMKQI\M\PMÅVMZ
things in music. We audiophiles
are simply people that would, if
we could, get lossless versions of
music.
Sadly, just like there are young
‘uns that drink wine and think
themselves classy, there are rich
people in the world who think
a Bose or a Dr. Dre Beats make
them, well, audiophiles.
)VLJMNWZM1OM\KZ]KQÅML
to death, let me make this clear.
1PI^MVW\PQVOIOIQV[\\PMÅVM
upstanding ladies and gentlemen
out in the world that enjoy their
Bose speakers or Dr. Dre Beats.
If you have the money to spend,
and truly think they’re wonderful,

power to you.
But remember this: that does
not entitle you to the title of “Audiophile.”
A Dr. Dre Beats Pro, which
costs over $400+, just proves you
have money to blow.
Sound quality-wise; you could
really do much better for much
less. Just check any of Audio
Technica’s ADxxx series headphones. Cheaper, and far superior,
though they aren’t as recognizable
as Dr. Dre’s series of headphones.
Unlike Dr. Dre headphones
however, Audio Technica won’t
make the Average Joe and Jane to
turn their heads and look in awe.
And even if you read this and
bought yourself an Alessandro
MS Pro - a favorite of mine - it
still does not grant you the right to
call yourself an “Audiophile.”
No.
It does however start you on
the path to achieving that, as you
might slowly appreciate the difference between a good set of “cans”
compared to a consumer set of
“cans.”
The life of an audiophile is a
hard one. It’s one where we are

misunderstood and judged, even
by our close ones, and it is one
\PI\KW[\[I[QOVQÅKIV\LIUIOM\W
the bank as well.
It is a life where we put our
speakers and headphones through
“burn in” sessions, where we
spend countless hours searching
for that one rare speaker we had
to import from overseas, where
we carefully punch holes into
headphones that cost hundreds of
dollars.
But is it worth it? For me, yes.
When I listen to the silky voice
of Silje Nergaard while I commute or bike, yes. When I listen
to the upbeat music of Sneaky
Sound System as I’m working out,
yes. When I’m listening to Raine
Maida on my lousier days, yes.
Though, thankfully, I’ve yet
to have to punch holes or import
speakers.
Not everyone cares about what
wine tastes like, they just want to
get drunk. Not everyone cares
how their music sounds, as long as
it’s music.
But I do. Audiophiles do.
We audiophiles are, simply
put, the connoisseurs of sound.
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UPCOMING DJ Cuz mixes up Club Red
EVENTS
Chelsea Christman
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Multi-colored lights
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Guests crowded the
WN ;+;=¼[0ITMVJMKS
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Field House. A crowd
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DJ Cuz played electro-house, top 40 songs, pop, and rock music at
ZMKMQ^MLI ;]J_IaWZ
,2+]bWZ2IUQV
Halenbeck Field House for SCSU’s Club Red Event Saturday evening.
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BEAT REPORTER

Monday Night Jazz at Pioneer
Place on Fifth, Monday Oct. 10
at 8 p.m.
Open Mic Night at the Local
Blend, Tuesday Oct. 11 at 7 p.m.
Munsinger and Clemens
Photography in the Gardens
Exhibit at Great River Regional
Library Oct. 4 - Nov. 1.
OktoBEERfest at The Pioneer
Place Theatre Wednesday Oct.
12 at 7:30 p.m.
Janet Horvath: Guest Cellist/
Lecturer at the Performing Arts
Center Recital Hall, SCSU,
Wed. Oct. 12 at 6 p.m.
A Tribute to Bob Seger:
Charlie Dominick & The
Silver Mullet Band at The
Pioneer Place, Thursday and
Friday at 9 p.m.
Scarecrows in the Garden
Contest presented by Stearns
History Museum Oct. 14 - Oct.
31.
International Film Series at the
Atwood Little Theater Monday
evenings at 7 p.m.
Oct. 17: Tropical Malady
Oct. 24: The Milk of Sorrow.
The Veranda Lounge hosts
Andrew Walesch, Friday, Oct.
15 at 9 p.m.
The Local Blend hosts The 14th
of October Poetry Bawl on
Friday, and Random Road, Oct.
15 at 8 p.m.
Current Exhibit at 912 Regency:
Erik Karlson, from Oct. 3 - 30.

Current Exhibits at SCSU:
Bradford Kissell – Alternate
Angles in Atwood Gallery,
Sept. 19 - Oct. 27
Debra Ripp in Atwood

Ballroom Display Cases,
Sept. 23 - Nov. 3.

;)5)6<0);7=<0;<)..807<7/:)80-:

The Keller Bar, located in the basement of the Red Carpet, hosts Open Mic Night every Thursday night.

Open Mic Night hits the downtown area
Nick Longworth
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Nick Thorson and Patric Hens look at the screens of the control station to make sure everything functions correctly for Monday Night Live.

‘Monday Night Live’ celebrates 20th year
Chelsea Christman
BEAT REPORTER

The 20th anniversary of Monday Night
Live is quickly approaching. 20 years ago,
Kyle Smith, a student program director,
started the Monday Night Live program.
Smith created irregular early versions of
MNL by bringing in local bands periodically. Now the show is a regular event. By
pairing with UTVS, the SCSU TV station,
KVSC records the MNL artists on the
radio and UTVS shows footage of them on
Channel 21.
MNL is an hour-long segment that
features local artists. They receive opportunities to play their music on the MNL
program. The entire simulcast show is live.
“The best thing to do is turn on Channel 21, turn the sound off, and turn on
KVSC because you will get clear audio and
video,” said Jim Gray, director of operations at KVSC.
Gray started working for KVSC in
1993 as a student.
Beginning and local artists have the
chance to start their music careers and
share their talents with an audience
through MNL. All performers have an
hour-long spotlight premiere.

“Most of the groups are trying to play
in venues to support their music and music
in general,” Gray said.
“It’s a good deal for the artists, especially because they can leave here with a DVD
of their performance for promotions, plus
the airplay and a full multi-track recording. Material from MNL has appeared on
albums,” Gray said.
“That gives you two different sides of
the spectrum, from big bands stopping by
and the smaller bands being like ‘Holy cow,
we got this recorded,’” Gray said.
KVSC coordinates with UTVS for all
of these performances. KVSC handles
booking the performers and setup, and a
KVSC staff member is the host. UTVS
puts up lights and coordinates everything
necessary for the live TV show.
“The rest of the coordination is just
timing, and we all meld together,” Gray
said.
This season on MNL, bands that are
performing include Farmhouse Band, Turn
Back Now, Thee Evil Creatures, Key Lime
Special, Pop Vultures, My Vigilante Superego, The Ericksons, Sound Syndrome, and
Roster McCabe. My Vigilante Superego
and Pop Vultures are from St. Cloud.
Also, a CD of all the MNL performanc-

es is in progress. The CD is in the works,
and will require fundraising.
KVSC has plans for MNL in the future
as well.
“We would love to do Monday Night
Live on location,” Gray said.
Last year, KVSC broadcasted a live
show from the Pioneer Place, which required massive technology from both the
radio and TV station.
<PMQZÅZ[\TQ^M[PW_NMI\]ZML5WZM
Than Lights and Kanser, who performed a
free concert. KVSC’s goal is to potentially
make the on-location broadcasts a regular
event with live audiences, literally bringing
the music out into the community.
Kitten Forever, Enchanted Ape, Room
101, and more have been featured on
MNL.
“Last year, the entire Lifter Puller
catalog got reissued on Pitchfork.com, so
they had the band’s MNL session streaming
online,” said James W. Beard, the Monday
Night Live coordinator and music director.
Although it was an older work, bands
receive a unique opportunity through the
MNL program.
Besides local artists, national touring
acts have stopped in the KVSC studio speKQÅKITTaJMKI][M\PMaPMIZLIJW]\564

In the mid-1990s, a popular band called
Big Head Todd and the Monsters recorded
one of their songs for their “Midnight Radio” album in the KVSC studio.
KVSC is a student run, educational,
non-commercial, and listener-supported
station. Covering 60 miles in all directions,
KVSC provides the St. Cloud community
and a portion of central Minnesota with
their programming.
“People at KVSC usually have a good
interest and knowledge in one type of music, but love music in general and work to
promote it,” Gray said.
“We provide guidance and a sense of
history to the students, but we let them
guide the direction of the station and program the music,” Gray said.
“If you haven’t listened to KVSC, listen
for an hour. If you don’t like it, come back
an hour later.”
Monday Night Live airs every Monday
from 10 p.m. to 11 p.m. MNL is simulcast
on UTVS in St. Cloud. For more information on KVSC, the MNL schedule, or to
listen to the live music stream, visit www.
kvsc.org.

‘Doubt’ showcases stellar acting on a stark set
Molly Willms
THEATER REVIEW

A parable, indeed: but
what is the message?
To any who are familiar
with John Patrick Shanley’s
Pulitzer-Prize-winning
play “Doubt: A Parable”,
SCSU’s recent production
was a skilled interpretation
of the famous script.
The play tells the story
of a Catholic boys’ school
in the Bronx in the 1960s. A
young man, Donald Muller,
has just transferred to the
school. His status as the
only student of color at the
school worries the principal,
Sister Aloysius.
She confronts his
teacher, Sister James, about
his relationship with one of
the other teachers, Father
Flynn. She is convinced that
Flynn has sexually assaulted
Muller and possibly other
students. This fact, coupled
with her dislike for Flynn’s
progressive ideas about
teaching and the church,
make her determined to get
PQUÅZML
The acting was the
absolute highlight of the
production. It was abundantly clear that each actor
was immersed in the world
they’d created for their
character. Their clearly
researched back stories soTQLQÅML\PMQZXMZNWZUIVKM[#
each character was strong
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Suzanne Cross (Mrs. Muller), Tyler J. Haugen (Father Flynn), Alicia Kaye (Sister Aloysius) and Lindsay Kay (Sister James) take their bows after their performance.

and distinct from the others.
The show-stealer was
Suzanne Cross as Mrs.
Muller. Perhaps due to
the fact that she was the
only character not in black
robes, her entrance was a
shock from the reverie of
the gray, wintry atmosphere
of the school. Her character
_I[ÅMZa[WTQLIVLKTMIZTa
well-researched. She was
convincing as a concerned
mother and as a woman
of color in the 1960s, not
to mention an abused wife
concerned for her son’s
safety.
The set was stark, as is

common in black box theaters, but this contributed to
the Catholic church-like feel
of the place: minimalist,
gray, old but clean.
The costumes were
clearly handmade. While
this would be an impediment for any other production, the little imperfections added to the “vow of
poverty” of members of the
clergy. The material was
rough and low-quality, typical of most working nuns in
the 1960s in the schools.
The unique thing
about “Doubt” is that it is
truly ambiguous. It is up

to the actors, directors and
audience to decide whether
Father Flynn is guilty of
sexual assault. Depending
upon the production, this
answer often changes.
For this reviewer, this
Flynn was not guilty.
In the discussion after
the production, however,
several audience members
voiced the opposite opinion.
5]KPWN \PMQVÆ]MVKM
has to do with the perception of this accuser, Sister
Aloysius. Some people
called her “evil” while other
said they were completely
on her side. She did merci-

MOLLY WILLMS / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Lindsay Kay as Sister James holds her rosary as she
sits in character in the audience before the performance.

lessly pursue what she
“knew” to be the truth,
even if it meant lying.
;PMÅVQ[PML\PMXZWduction as always, professing her doubts after
Flynn’s reassignment. She
VM^MZ[XMKQÅM[_PI\Q\Q[
she doubts before the lights
come down.
What does she doubt?

Herself, her decisions, her
position, the church in
general?
One can not answer
this question fully without
seeing an ouststanding
production of the play. If
you missed this one, you
missed an opportunity for
an answer.

Marquee
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Debra Ripp experiments with new forms of art
Nick Lontz
STAFF WRITER

Debra Ripp, a local
artist, takes an unorthodox
approach to new methods
and techniques of art.
Currently displayed in
the showcases outside of the
Atwood Ballroom are an array of paintings and collages
created by Debra Ripp.
Ripp’s collages consist
of a variety of materials
ranging from newspaper
and paint to more organic
\PQVO[[]KPI[ÆW_MZXM\IT[
and beeswax. She is always
on the lookout for something
new that she can incorporate
into a piece.
“I have whole boxes full
of stuff to pick from,” Ripp
said.
Rather than start out
with a clear picture of what
she wants to create, Ripp
uses her intuition while she’s
working.
“I like being able to add
and subtract as I go along,”
she said.
Her pieces generally
begin with a sketch which
she adds plants to using a
combination of glue and
paste. After that, she puts the
piece under some weights
to ensure everything sticks.
Then she paints and adds
more items, and only once
she feels like everything has

been integrated does she
ÅVQ[P
“It’s an intuitive process,” Ripp said. “You just
kind of judge it as you go.”
Ripp has always been interested in art, but she didn’t
begin to take it seriously until
college.
“After a couple years of
school, I decided it was what
I wanted to do,” she said.
She graduated from the
University of Minnesota
_Q\PIÅVMIZ\[LMOZMMIVL
went on to get her MFA from
the University of Iowa.
Over time, Ripp’s artistic style has evolved. She
originally gravitated around
drawing, printmaking,
and painting, but a couple
years after graduate school,
she decided she wanted to
experiment with other forms
of art.
“I wanted to explore
some other things with
more of a three dimensional
nature, and that brought me
into collage,” Ripp said.
“If you think of yourself
as a painter or a print-maker,
you tend to get into a conÅVML[XIKMº
Ripp’s artwork was
selected for display by the
visual arts department of the
University Program Board.
Ripp herself is no stranger to
the selection process as she
worked for UPB for a year

MOLLY WILLMS / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Debra Ripp’s artwork consists of a variety of materials ranging from newspaper and paint to more orOIVQKUI\MZQIT[[]KPI[ÆW_MZXM\IT[IVLJMM[_I`
in 1999.
“It’s a great process
because people get to learn
how it works to get somebody to come speak or show
their work,” she said. “It’s
a great way to learn about
other artists.”
Besides SCSU, Ripp’s
art has been displayed in a

variety of different venues
including the Art-a-Whirl in
Minneapolis, the graduate
gallery at the University of
Iowa, the Larson Gallery
in St. Paul, the St. Paul Art
Crawl, and the Minnesota
State Fair.
On Nov. 7, she will be
opening her own studio in

the Dow building on University Avenue in St. Paul.
“We’re trying to build up
the art community right here
in the mid-city,” Ripp said of
St. Paul.
“They’re really developing the area I’m in as an art
area.”
Ripp also serves as a

member on the board of
the Women’s Art Registry
of Minnesota for which she
plans activities and participates in group shows.
Ripp’s artwork will be
featured outside the Atwood
Ballroom until Nov. 3. To
view more of her art, visit
PMZXZWÅTMWVUVIZ\Q[\[WZO

MOLLY WILLMS / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Debra Ripp’s variety of paintings and collages will be displayed in showcases outside of the Atwood Ballroom until Nov. 3.

REVIEWS

.movie.game.album.book.theater.

‘Alcatraz’ proves entertaining in every sense
Meg Iserloth
TV SHOW REVIEW

My interest was already piqued the moment I heard
that Alcatraz Island (or as some call it, “the Rock”) would
be inspiring yet another TV show, “Alcatraz”, premiering
mid-season on FOX in 2012.
“Alcatraz” is a thriller that is centered around one of
the most infamous prisons in America; but unlike other TV
shows and movies on the subject, this time it’s got a bit of
a twist.
The show’s central focus is on a small group of mysterious detectives and quirky Alcatraz Island experts who
happen to cross paths when they stumble upon a few of its
secrets.
All of the inmates held in the prison on Alcatraz Island,
including some of the most notorious criminals America
has ever seen, have either long-since died or were transferred to other prisons when Alcatraz shut down. Or at
least, that’s what the history books say, anyway.
The pilot of “Alcatraz” caught my attention in the very

ÅZ[\[KMVM_Q\PQ\[LIZSUa[\MZQW][[VIX[PW\[WN \PM:WKS
back when it was a prison in the 1930s. One of the most
fascinating things about the show is the way they switch
between modern times and back then. Since the contrast
between the two is such a major part of the plot, it’s extra
QUXWZ\IV\\WSMMXÆI[PJIKS[KMVM[I[MV\MZ\IQVQVOI[\PM
lives these characters lead now, which, so far, has been
done well.
In fact, “Alcatraz” is entertaining in almost every scene,
whether it’s through dialogue, imagery, plot, special effects and many others. There isn’t a dull moment in these
characters’ lives, and somehow it isn’t too ridiculous. The
multitude of mysterious one-liners were a lot more excusable here than some of the other crime shows. Most of
\PMU[MMUZMIT<PMWVM[\PI\LQLV¼\I\ÅZ[\MVLML]X
winning me over towards the end, which is more than the
viewer could ask for in a show like this.
The awkward friendship that’s blooming between the
beautiful, stubborn detective Rebecca Madsen and the intelligent, laid-back comic book geek Diego Soto is actually
something that could be relatable and believable to many.

Not only is it real, but it’s also adorable, and the viewer will
be wanting to see more and more scenes with them sideby-side as the pilot went on.
Of course, every show has to have its bad guys, espeKQITTa\PMWVM[IJW]\NIUW][IJIVLWVMLXZQ[WV[<PMÅZ[\
inmate we meet, Jack Sylvane, is an interesting, unlucky
guy with a lot of charisma and a lot of mystery surrounding him. “Alcatraz” is going in the right direction with the
antagonists in the series because they also feel real. It leaves
the viewer hoping they follow Sylvane’s pattern with the
QVUI\M[_M¼TTUMM\_PMV\PM[PW_ÅVITTaIQZ[
With that said, there were a few eye-rolling moments.
;]KPI[_PMV\PMÅZ[\JWLaQ[NW]VL_Q\P\PMSVQNM[\QTT
stuck in the victim’s chest. All and all, with a little suspen[QWVWN LQ[JMTQMN WVKMQVI_PQTMWVMKIVLMÅVQ\MTa[MM
themselves putting “Alcatraz” on their list of favorite TV
shows in the near future.

RATING:

Coming Out This Week: Movies. Games. Albums.
Movies:

Games:

Albums:

The Big Year
Footloose
The Thing
Trespass
The Understudy

The Cursed Crusade
Sideway: New York
Wipeout 2
Go Vacation
Forza Motorsport 4

Bjork: Biophillia
Ryan Adams: Ashes and Fire
Evanescence: Evanescence

Martina McBride: Eleven
Erasure: Tomorrow’s World

&ODVVLÀHGV
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HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

3+4 BEDROOM
Apartments 4-7
Bedroom Houses.
Close To Campus. Call For
Specials 320-259-9673

LOOK WHAT I HAVE!
1 & 2 Bdrm Apts
Available Now. Close
To SCSU And Bus Line.
Call Jacqueline 320-260-3448
www.nomgmt.com

LOW SECURITY
Deposit SE side 1 & 2 & 4
bedroom apts and single bedrooms available. Heat, basic
cable, trash, water included.
Call Dave 320-267-4881
www.nomgmt.com

AVAIL. IMMEDIATELY
Large 2 Bed Laundry
Off St. Parking Near Halenbeck Reduced Rate
251-0029 LV MSG

APT FOR RENT 2 BLKS
From Campus. Newly
Remodled 4 BDRM Will Take
Groups. 2-4 Rent Under $275
Each Call 320-237-7570
FREE WIFI!
3 Locations To Choose From!
Walk to Class! Call Today For
Your Showing! 320-240-8188
www.jjspropery.com
Classic 500- Park SouthBridgeview West.
1,2,3,4 BEDROOM
Apartments For Rent! Prime
Locations! Huge Kitchens!
Huge Bedrooms! Utilities Paid
For! New Carpet! Secured
Building With Parking lot. 3
Blocks Fom Campus Specials
On Rent! Call 320-492-1230

ESCAPE THE
NOISY DORM LIFE!
We Have 1 & 2 & 4 Bedroom
Apts And Single Bedrooms
Available. Heat, Basic
Cable, Trash, Water Included.
Call Laura 320-249-3090
www.nomgmt.com
CAN’T FIND A PARKING
Spot? We Are Located
On The Bus Line,Close
To SCSU. 1 & 2 Bedroom
Apts And Single Bedrooms Available Call Laura
320-249-3090
www.nomgmt.com
ROOMMATE WANTED
2 BLKS From Campus. 4
BDRM House (Males) $300
Per/Mo All Util. Included.
Call 320-237-7570
3&4 BEDROOM
Apartments 4-7 Bedroom
Hourses. Call For Specials.
320-259-9673

GRAB A FRIEND
AND LEAVE THE DORM
LIFE BEHIND!
Come view our 1 & 2 &
4bedroom apts and single
bedrooms. Heat, basic cable,
trash, water included.
Call Patty 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com
AFFORDABLE & QUIET!
We’re Located On The SE
Side 1 & 2 & 4 Bedroom
Apts And Single Bedrooms
Available. Heat, Basic Cable,
Trash, Water Included. Call
Patty 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com

PERSONALS
JESUS,ALLAH,SATAN
Are Pretend. Jesus And Allah,
1VÅVQ\M<WZ\]ZMZ[1VÅVQ\M
Devils. Atheism Is True.

AT T E N T I O N
CHEAP IPOD,
Iphone, Ipad Repair. www.
huskyipodrepair.com
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SCSU
Sports
Schedule
Oct. 10 - Oct. 16

Sports & Fitness

Column
Peanut and other nut butters’ health
EHQHßWVPD\RXWZHLJKWKHLUGUDZEDFNV
Lauren Willms
HEALTH COLUMN

FOOTBALL
Southwest Minnesota State University

Oct. 15, 6:00 p.m.
Away

SOCCER

Concordia University - St. Paul
Oct. 14, 7:00 p.m.
Away
Sioux Falls
Oct. 16, 2:00 p.m.
Away

VOLLEYBALL

University of Minnesota - Duluth
Oct. 11, 7 p.m.
Away
Southwest Minnesota State University

Oct. 14, 7:00 p.m.
Away
Minnesota State University - Mankato

Oct. 15, 4:00 p.m.
Away

CROSS COUNTRY
UW LaCrosse Invite
Oct. 15
Away

SWIM/DIVE

University of South Dakota
University of North Dakota
Oct. 15
Away

HOCKEY

M - Northern Michigan
Oct. 14 & 15, 6:30 p.m.
Away
W - Ohio State
Oct. 14 & 15, 6:07/3:07 p.m.
Away

Minnesota
Sports
Schedule

Oct. 10 - Oct. 16
VIKINGS

Vikings vs. Bears
Oct. 16, 7:20 p.m.
Away

WILD

Wild vs. Senators
Oct. 11, 6:30 p.m.
Away
Wild vs. Red Wings
Oct. 15, 7:00 p.m.
Home

Monday, October 10, 2011

While peanut butter is often
avoided by dieters due to high calorie
IVLNI\KWV\MV\Q\PI[JMVMÅ\[\PI\
may make them question their rationing of the creamy spread.
The monounsaturated fats in peanut butter can lower risk for coronary
heart disease.
Salt can be hard on the cardiovascular system. Harvard Medical School
concluded that the amount of potassium in peanut butter counteracts the
negative effects of salt contained in
the spread.
A two-tablespoon serving of
peanut butter contains seven grams of
protein. This protein contains healthy
amino acids that contribute to healthy
muscle tissue. Not only does the protein in peanut butter improve muscle
health, it also contributes to the full
feeling that peanut butter can provide.
Peanut butter also contains dietary
ÅJMZ_PQKPQ[OWWLNWZLQOM[\QWVIVL
colon health. It also contains healthy
antioxidants.
The niacin in peanut butter has
been proven to reduce the risks of
gallstones and Alzheimer’s. A table-

spoon of peanut butter contains about
2 milligrams of niacin. Peanut butter
contains healthy minerals such as iron
that aid in red blood cell function. It
contains vitamin B3, which also aids
in cell recovery. According to www.
livestrong.com, a serving of peanut
butter provides 7.5 percent of the
total daily-recommended amount of
iron for an adult male. Peanut butter
also contains magnesium, vitamin E
and zinc, factors that contribute to a
healthy, strong immune system.
)TTWN \PM[MJMVMÅ\[[W]VLOZMI\
but what about people with peanut
allergies?
The healthy eating doesn’t have to
stop at peanut butter. Nuts are a great
contribution to a diet for their health
JMVMÅ\[7\PMZPMIT\PaWX\QWV[IZM
ITUWVLJ]\\MZ[]VÆW_MZV]\J]\\MZ
and macadamia nut butter.
Almond butter is low in saturated
fat and cholesterol, which are components to heart health. It also controls
blood sugar levels. In general, blood
sugar increases after intake of carbohydrates and protein. While almond
butter contains these, there is a
decrease in blood sugar level after the
consumption of almond butter.

;]VÆW_MZV]\J]\\MZQ[ITW_
sodium alternative to peanut butter. It
KWV\IQV[PMIT\PaXZW\MQV[JMVMÅKQIT\W
growth during childhood and pregnancy, as well as being cholesterol free
for those trying to control cholesterol
levels.
Macadamia nut butter plays a role
in lowering blood pressure due to the
low amounts of saturated fats in the
nuts. Like almond butter, macadamia
nut butter aids in the lowering of
JTWWL[]OIZ)VW\PMZJMVMÅ\WN UIKIdamia nut butter is good for digestion
L]M\WQ\[PQOPÅJMZKWV\MV\
The use of these nut butters is not
limited to just sandwiches and recipes.
Some healthy ideas for buttery snacks
are: peanut butter and apples, celery
and peanut butter, low fat crackers
with almond butter, and bananas with
macadamia butter, just to name a few.
Whether it is butter from a peanut
WZI[]VÆW_MZV]\V]\J]\\MZ[PI^M
UIVaJMVMÅ\[\PI\IZMOWWLNWZK]Zrent and future health. Fat content
may scare dieters away, but in the long
run, and in moderation, peanut butter
and other spreads made from nuts are
a healthy contribution to a daily diet.

Sports & Fitness
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Football
Continued from Page 16
hold the Huskies on their own 20-yard
TQVM\WNWZKM\PM0][SQM[\W\ZaIÅMTLOWIT
<PMÅMTLOWITQ[UQ[[MLJa<aTMZ)TLZQLOM
NWZ\PM0][SQM[
<PM0][SQM[KIV¼\ÅVLIVaWNNMV[MWV
\PMLZQ^MIVL\PMaOM\QVIVW\PMZX]V\
<PMVM`\XTIaWV\PM5I^MZQKS[¼LZQ^MQ[
INW]ZaIZLX]V\_PQKPOQ^M[\PM0][SQM[
M`KMTTMV\ÅMTLXW[Q\QWV.ZWU\PMZM\PM
Y]IZ\MZJIKSNWZ\PM0][SQM[ÅVL[8M\MZ[WV
QV\PMMVLbWVMNWZI\W]KPLW_V\WX]\\PM
0][SQM[]X
)N\MZ\PMOIUM0][SQM[KWIKP;KW\\
Underwood said, “Brad did exactly what
we asked him to do: came in, ran the ofNMV[M_Q\PXWQ[MUILMKWUXTM\QWV[IVL
LQLITT\PM\PQVO[\PI\_MI[SMLPQU\WLWI[
NIZI[Z]VVQVOW]ZWNNMV[MIVLVW\\]ZVQVO\PMJITTW^MZWZIVa\PQVOTQSM\PI\;W
IOZMI\RWJJa*ZIL0MQ[IOWWLNWW\JITT
XTIaMZº
?Q\PTQ\\TMW^MZUQV]\M[TMN\QV\PM
ÅVITY]IZ\MZWN XTIa\PM5I^MZQKS[OM\
WV\PMJWIZLIVLY]QKSTa\WW[QVKMQ\
JMKIUMI\_WXW[[M[[QWVOIUM<PMVM`\
5I^MZQKS[¼LZQ^MOWM[VW_PMZMI[\PMaIZM
[\WXXMLJa\PM0][SQM[WV\PMQZW_V 

>1>-34)5;)4;<)..807<7/:)80-:

A sea of red makes up the crowd at the Husky Stadium as Huskies take over Mavericks on Saturday. Huskies won the
game 31-13.

aIZLTQVM
?Q\P\PM5I^MZQKS[IOIQVLMKQLQVO\W
X]V\\PMJITT\PM0][SQM[TWWS\WMI\I[
U]KP\QUMI[XW[[QJTMWV\PMQZVM`\LZQ^M
<PMa\ISMKTW[M\WÅ^MUQV]\M[WNN \PM
KTWKS_Q\PWVTaITQ\\TMW^MZ[Q`UQV]\M[TMN\

>1>-34)5;)4;<)..807<7/:)80-:

(Above) Senior running back Dante Steward attempts to make a touchdown
against Mankato. (Below) Dance teams from both SCSU and MSU performing
during the half-time break Saturday.

<PM5I^MZQKS[TWWS\WOW\PZW]OP\PMIQZ
\PQ[\QUM\WKI\KP]XY]QKSTa\W\PM0][SQM[
[WUM\PQVO\PI\\PMaPILV¼\LWVMQV\PM
OIUMI\ITT
<PQ[_I[OWQVO\WJMIXZWJTMUNWZ\PM
0][SQM[I[\PMa_MZM_Q\PW]\IV]UJMZ
WN \PMQZ[\IZ\MZ[QV\PM[MKWVLIZaJ]\\PM
\MIUUILMOWWLXTIa[7VINW]Z\PLW_V
_Q\PVQVMaIZL[\WOW*ZIL?QOMV[UISM[I
LQ^QVO[\WX\WJZMIS]X\PMXI[[OQ^QVO\PM
0][SQM[\PMJITTQV\PM5I^MZQKS[¼\MZZQ\WZa
The next drive for the Huskies saw
\PMUZ]V\PMJITTWV\_WKWV[MK]\Q^M
LW_V[0W_M^MZWVI\PQZLLW_V5QSM
?ITSMZZ]V[\PMJITT_PQKP[MM[\PM5I^MZQKS[W^MZKWUUQ\\W\PMJTQ\bNWZI\W]KPLW_V<PQ[TQSMTa[MITML\PMW]\KWUMWN \PM
OIUM\PM0][SQM[TMILM`\MVLML\W
1VVM`\LZQ^MNWZ\PM5I^MZQKS[\PMa
[_Q\KP\IK\QK[IVLOW_Q\P\PMQZWNNMV[M
0W_M^MZ\PMaKIV¼\OM\I\W]KPLW_VI[
Y]IZ\MZJIKSNWZ\PM5I^MZQKS[2WV,IVQMT[
Q[XQKSMLWNN QV\PMMVLbWVMJa2WM-^MZ[WV<PM0][SQM[\ISMIKW]XTMWN SVMM[\W
Z]VW]\\PMKTWKS[MITQVO\PM^QK\WZa
The win was a team-effort, with the
WNNMV[MKIZZQMLJaI[\MTTIZZ]VVQVOOIUM
<PM0][SQM[PILZ][PQVOaIZL[QV\PM
OIUM?Q\P,IV\M;\M_IZLNWZ\PM0][SQM[
IUI[[QVOUWZM\PIVaIZL[0MIT[WZIV
QV\_W\W]KPLW_V[IVLPILIaIZLZ]V
)N\MZ_IZL[_PMVI[SMLIJW]\\PM
aIZLZ]VVQVOOIUMI^MZaP]UJTM;\M_IZL

ZMXTQML¹1LWV¼\\PQVS\PI\Q[I[QUXWZ\IV\1
\PQVSJMI\QVO5IVSI\WQ[XZWJIJTaIJM\\MZ
NMMTQVO1\KW]TLPI^MJMMVaIZL[[WTWVO
I[_MOM\\PM_QVIOIQV[\5IVSI\W#\PI\
NMMT[OZMI\º
:MOIZLQVOXZM[[]ZMPM[IQL¹1PI^MI
TW\WN \Z][\QVW]ZZ]VVQVOJIKS[IVLW]Z
WNNMV[Q^MTQVMº
:MOIZLQVOWNNMV[MI[I_PWTM¹1\PQVS
W]ZKWUXW[]ZM_I[OZMI\1\PQVSI\\QUM[
_PMV_MLQLV¼\LZQ^M\PMJITT[]KKM[[N]TTa
_M[\QTTPIL\PMKWUXW[]ZMWV\PM[QLMTQVM
\WOM\JIKSW]\\PMZMIVLVW\PIVOW]Z
heads when they scored, and made the
OIUMKTW[M?MR][\OW\ZQOP\JIKS
IN\MZQ\º
<PMLMNMV[MWN \PM0][SQM[IT[WXTIaML
_MTTPWTLQVO5IVSI\W\WI\W]KPLW_V
IVLIKW]XTMWN ÅMTLOWIT[)N\MZ\PMOIUM
\ITSQVOIJW]\\PMLMNMV[M5IZ\QV[IQL¹?M
P][\TML\W\PMJITTIVL_M\IKSTML_MTT_M
SMX\MIKPW\PMZ]XIVL_MSMX\MIKPW\PMZ
KWUXW[MLº
<PMKWIKPNWZ\PM0][SQM[;KW\\
=VLMZ_WWL[IQLIN\MZ\PMOIUM¹1\_I[I
PIZLNW]OP\OIUMJM\_MMV\_WOWWLZQ^IT[
<PMaIZMIOWWLNWW\JITT\MIUIVLXTIaML
ZMITTaPIZL7]Z[MVQWZ[NW]OP\PIZL
XIZ\QK]TIZTaWV\PMWNNMV[Q^MTQVMIVL\PM
LMNMV[Q^MTQVMº
<PM0][SQM[¼VM`\OIUMQ[I\;W]\P_M[\
5QVVM[W\I;\I\M=VQ^MZ[Q\aWV7K\I\
XU

Hockey
Continued from Page 16
BIJZQKS_QTTO]QLM\PM
0][SQM[Ja[MZ^QVOI[\PMQZ
\MIUKIX\IQV¹1_QTT[\ZQ^M
\WJM\PMJM[\\MIUXTIaMZ1
KIVIVLPMTXW]\IVaWN Ua
teammates who may need
Q\ºBIJZQKS[IQLIJW]\JMQVO
KIX\IQV)T\MZVI\MKIX\IQV[
*ZQ\\IVa<WWZIVL)TM`
Nelson will assist her this
[MI[WV
)[_MSVW_\PM0][SQM[
KWUXM\MQV\PM\WX,Q^Q[QWV
I women’s hockey conference in the country, the
?+0);\+TW]L;\I\M
PI[MQOP\[KPML]TML[MZQM[
IOIQV[\VI\QWVITTaZIVSML
WXXWVMV\[QVKT]LQVO\_W
[MZQM[IOIQV[\LMNMVLQVO
VI\QWVITKPIUXQWV[\PM
University of Wiscon[QV*ILOMZ[<PM;+;=
women’s hockey team lace

]X\PMQZ[SI\M[M^MZa_MMS
IVLIZMXZMXIZMLNWZIPQOP
MVMZOaIVLPQOP\MUXW
XZIK\QKM¹?M_WZS^MZa
PIZLL]ZQVOXZIK\QKM[\W
OMIZ]XNWZ.ZQLIaVQOP\[º
/QM[MV[IQL
<PQ[[MI[WV;+;=_QTT
PI^MÅ^MVM_NIKM[QV
QVKT]LQVO\_WNWZ_IZL[
\_WLMNMVLMZ[IVL5QVVM[W\I¼[;MVQWZ8ZMX/WITQM
WN \PMAMIZ2]TQM.ZQMVL
.ZQMVLIV)TT5M\ZWOWIT\MVLMZNZWU5QVVM\WVSI
0QOP;KPWWT_QTTJMRWQVML
Ja[WXPWUWZM\ZIV[NMZ[+IZQ
+WMVIVLZWWSQM)]LZMa
0IVUMZ
+WMV_I[IXIZ\WN \PM
+WTTMOM0WKSMa)UMZQKI
)TT:WWSQM[Y]ILIN\MZ
[KWZQVOXWQV\[PMZZWWSQM
[MI[WV_Q\P?IaVM;\I\M

5QKPQV0IVUMZ
_I[IV)TT;\I\MLMNMVLMZ
NWZ.WZM[\4ISM0QOP;KPWWT
In the offense, the Huskies
IKY]QZML)UIVLI)ZJWOI[\
IVL)JJa6M[[)ZJWOI[\
led the Northland area in
[KWZQVO_Q\POWIT[IVL
I[[Q[\[L]ZQVOPMZ[MVQWZ
KIUXIQOV\WOIQV)TT;\I\M
0WVWZIJTM5MV\QWV[\I\][
6M[[_I[IUMUJMZWN \PM
=;?WUMV¼[6I\QWVIT=VLMZ <MIU\PI\KIX\]ZML
\PMOWTLUMLIT[I\\PM
International Ice Hockey
.MLMZI\QWV?WZTL?WUMV¼[
= +PIUXQWV[PQX[\PQ[
XI[\2IV]IZa¹)TTÅ^MXTIaMZ[PI^M\PMWXXWZ\]VQ\a\W
UISMQUUMLQI\MQUXIK\[QV
807<7+7=:<-;A7.0=;3A)<04-<1+;
W]ZXZWOZIU\PQ[[MI[WVº
Junior Lisa Martinson (left) is a defender for the women’s hockey team at SCSU.
/QM[MV[IQL
Amy Olson (right), an SCSU softmore, plays as a forward.
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&URVVFRXQWU\UDFHVWRßUVWSODFH
Staff Report

SCSU HUSKIES
TOP RUN TIMES
Women
Keely Rubash
Kassie Vaness
Hannah Sanborn
Lauren Johnson
Emily Doty
Britta Huffman

Men
14:52
15:07
17:15
17:24
17:58
18:02

Kyle Newman
Jared Hicks
Luke Windholz
Kevin Andresen
Dave Pieper
Mabdirashid Mohamed

19:33
19:59
20:46
20:53
21:19
21:42

SCSU’s men’s and women’s cross country team ran at
the Caty’s Run in Mankato on Saturday.
The run was hosted by Minnesota State University,
Mankato, on the Land of Memories course.
Keely Rubash, of SCSU, won the women’s race with
I\QUMWN "_Q\P3I[[QM>IVM[[ÅVQ[PQVO[MKWVLQV
15:07.
Kyle Neumann, of SCSU, won the men’s race in a time
WN !"_Q\P\MIUUI\M2IZML0QKS[ÅVQ[PQVOI\!"!QV
third place.
The next meet for the cross country team will be Oct.
15 at UW-LaCrosse in Salem, Wis.

PHOTO COURTESY OF HUSKY ATHLETICS

3MMTa:]JI[P_WV\PM_WUMV¼[ZIKM_Q\PIÅVQ[Ping time of 14:52.

PHOTO STORY

2XWGRRU(QGHDYRUVFOHDQVULYHUVLGH

MARK RHODES / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

From old shopping carts (shown above) to broken
TV sets, students volunteered on Thursday with
Outdoor Endeavors’ riverside cleanup event. Despite rain showers, students were able to tidy the
Mississippi riverside to help the environment.

6&68$WKOHWH3URßOH

%ULWWDQ\7RRUZRUNVWRNHHSWKHPRRGOLJKW
Brian Gardner
BEAT REPORTER

Brittany Toor, from Hartland,
5QKPQOIVIVLI[MVQWZI\;+;=
credits her family for her love of
sports and the determination to
[MMXZWRMK\[\PZW]OP
<WWZOZM_]XUQV]\M[W]\[QLMWN ,M\ZWQ\5QKPQOIV_PMZM
the community was diverse. “I
ZMITTaMVRWaMLOZW_QVO]X\PMZMº
said Toor “I had a lot of friends
_Q\PUQ`MLK]T\]ZM[º;PM[IQL
that it helped her to prepare bet\MZNWZKWTTMOM
Toor was a member of the
National Honor Society, Spanish Club and won the President’s
-L]KI\QWV)_IZLQVPQOP[KPWWT
;PM_I[IT[WZMKWOVQbMLI[+ZM[\_WWL0QOP;KPWWT;IT]\I\WZQIV
for 2008.

Before she came to SCSU,
Toor played for the Little Caesar
)))=!KT]J\MIU;MZ^QVO
as team captain in 2008, Toor
helped lead her team to a MichiOIV;\I\M+PIUXQWV[PQXIVL
6I\QWVITZ]VVMZ]XÅVQ[PQV\PMQZ
division. She was also named the
2007 Championship MVP at the
NAHA Labor Day tournament.
Toor also played on the soccer
\MIUI\+ZM[\_WWL0QOP;KPWWT
where she was a Third Team All
State pick her senior year.
<WWZMVRWa[[XMVLQVO\QUM
_Q\PPMZNIUQTaIVLOWQVO\WPMZ
I]V\[KIJQV¹1TW^MOWQVO]X\PMZM
_M_W]TLOWÅ[PQVOIVLJWI\QVOº
[IQL<WWZ¹1\_I[[WJMI]\QN]Tº
;PMIT[WMVRWaMLOWQVO\W.TWZQLI
and Cedar Point Amusement Park
in Ohio. Toor really likes shopXQVOWVPMZ\QUMWNN IVL_I\KPQVO
Adam Sandler movies. “I really

“I

t has been a great honor being the alternate
captain, this shows that the team supports and has
trust in me.”
Brittany Toor

Women’s Hockey Alternate Captain

like Happy Gilmore and Billy
5ILQ[WVº[IQL<WWZ
<WWZ¼[OZIVLNI\PMZXI[[ML
away when she was a junior in
PQOP[KPWWT¹0M_I[WVMWN Ua
JQOOM[\NIV[º[IQL<WWZIJW]\PMZ
OZIVLNI\PMZ)N\MZPMLQML[PM
found a folder that contained all
the newspaper articles she was in.
Toor says that she has no
ZMOZM\[¹-^MZa\PQVO1¼^MLWVM_I[
NWZIZMI[WVº<WWZ[IQL¹1MVRWa
UaTQNMº
Toor chose SCSU because

she heard that St. Cloud was a
¹PWKSMa\W_Vº[PMIT[WTW^M[PM
atmosphere of the city. She enjoys
hockey and the fast pace of the
OIUM?PMV<WWZQ[W]\WV\PM
ice she likes to keep the mood
TQOP\_PQKPJZMIS[]X\PMUWVW\WVaWN \PMOIUM¹0I^QVON]V
L]ZQVO\PMOIUMQ[^MZaQUXWZ\IV\
\WUMº<WWZ[IQL
In 2010-11, when Toor was
IR]VQWZQVKWTTMOM[PMJMKIUM
alternate captain for the Huskies.
¹1\¼[JMMVIOZMI\PWVWZJMQVO\PM

IT\MZVI\MKIX\IQVº[PM[IQL¹<PQ[
shows that the team supports and
PI[\Z][\QVUMº1V\PI\[IUM
aMIZ<WWZ\W\ITMLÅ^MXWQV\[QVKT]LQVONW]ZOWIT[<PMÅZ[\XWQV\
of the season came at Bemidji
;\I\MWV7K\!_Q\PIOWIT;PM
XW[\MLI[MI[WVPQOP[M^MV[PW\[
WVOWITIOIQV[\5MZKaP]Z[\WV
2IVL]ZQVO\PM-I[\WV0WTQLIa
Showcase in the NHC.
In the 2009-10 season, Toor
ÅZMLWNN I[MI[WVPQOP[Q`[PW\[
IOIQV[\5QVVM[W\I,]T]\PQVI
JQO^QK\WZaI\\PM6I\QWVIT
Hockey Center. She scored a lone
XW_MZXTIaOWITWN \PM[MI[WV
IOIQV[\=5,QV\PI\[IUMOIUM
_PQKPXZW^ML\WJM\PMOIUM
winner.
)N\MZKWTTMOM<WWZXTIV[\W
OWJIKSPWUM\W5QKPQOIVNWZI
short break, then back to school
NWZPMZXPa[QKIT\PMZIXaLMOZMM
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Alumni
return for
swim meet

Women’s
hockey
season
preview
Brian Gardner
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<PM)VV]IT0][Sa)T]UVQ;_QU5MM\_I[;I\]ZLIa
I\\PM0ITMVJMKS0ITT)Y]I\QK+MV\MZ
.WZUMZI\PTM\M[_MZMIJTM\WZMOQ[\MZIVL[\IZ\_IZU]X[
I\XUQV\PM0ITMVJMKS[_QUUQVOXWWT
)T]UVQIVLNIV[_MZMIJTM\WKMTMJZI\MXI[\[_QUUMZ[
and divers who have made the St. Cloud State swimming
program.
;+;=¼[PMILKWIKP2MNN 0MOTMQ[ZM\]ZVQVONWZPQ[\P
season with the swimming and diving team.
)N\MZ\PMUMM\\PMZM_I[I[WKQITOI\PMZQVONWZITT
XIZ\QKQXIV\[I\\PM5IZ\QVQ4W]VOMQVLW_V\W_V;\+TW]L
NZWU!XU

*1/A)8:),0)6;<)..807<7/:)80-:

(Above) Men getting ready for 200-yard medley relay at Halenbeck on Saturday.
(Left) Women starting the 200-yard medley relay. (Below) Sophomore Jasmine
Lee doing the backstroke at the alumni meet.

The SCSU women’s
PWKSMa\MIUQ[ZMILa\W[\IZ\
WNN _Q\PIKTMIV[TI\M\PQ[
season with hopes of not
repeating last years losing
ZMKWZL
¹1VWZLMZNWZ][\WKWT
TMK\UWZM_QV[\PQ[aMIZ
_MVMML\WJMKWUXM\Q\Q^M
JM\\MZXZMXIZMLIVL[KWZM
more goals,” said Jeff Gie
[MV_WUMV¼[PWKSMaPMIL
KWIKP,M[XQ\M\PM\W]OP
season last year, Giesen was
voted number seven in the
?M[\MZV+WTTMOQI\M
0WKSMa)[[WKQI\QWV?WU
en’s Preseason Poll. “We are
looking for a fresh start and
more wins this season,” said
)TM`6MT[WV\PMIT\MZVI\M
KIX\IQVNWZ\PM;+;=
_WUMV¼[PWKSMa\MIU
<PM0][SQM[NMTT\W
;aZIK][M.ZQLIa;MX\MU
JMZ<PM\MIUZMKMQ^ML
\PMQZÅZ[\_QV\PQ[[MI[WV
JaLMNMI\QVO=VQWVWV
;I\]ZLIa7K\WJMZ¹?M
want to show our fans that
we are not the same team as
last year and prove to them
\PI\_MKIVJM\W]OPº[IQL
2WKMTaVBIJZQKSKIX\IQVWN 
\PM;+;=_WUMV¼[PWKSMa
team.
The team had many
ÅZ[\[L]ZQVO\PMOIUM
IOIQV[\=VQWV6W\WVTa_I[
Q\\PMQZÅZ[\_QV\PQ[aMIZ
BIJZQKSZMKMQ^MLPMZÅZ[\
KIZMMZOWITÅZ[\aMIZXTIaMZ[
)]LZMa0IVUMZIVL)JJa
6M[[IT[WZMKMQ^ML\PMQZÅZ[\
points of the season. That
game versus Union was the
ÅZ[\KIZMMZ[\IZ\IVL_QV
NWZÅZ[\aMIZOWITQM2]TQM
.ZQMVL¹7^MZITTW]Z\MIU
has looked good so far,” and
¹?M_MZM^MZaKWUXM\Q\Q^M
in both games,” Giesen said.

6HHHockey
/ Page

Football wins against Mankato 31-13
Ahmed Warraich
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU Huskies’ football game got off to great fan
NIZMI[\PQ[_MMSMVL_I[UILM\PM]VWNÅKQITPWUMKWUQVO
weekend by the business establishments downtown. The
Huskies had to battle adversity, as they were still without
UIVaWN \PMQZ[\IZ\MZ[[]KPI[\PMQZ[\IZ\QVOY]IZ\MZJIKS
Philip Klaphake. Instead, Brad Meade would start this
OIUMI[Y]IZ\MZJIKSIVLTMIL\PM0][SQM[\WI_QV
W^MZ\PM5I^MZQKS[
;XMISQVOWN \PM_QV0][SaTQVMJIKSMZ5IZS5IZ\QV
said, “We played with a lot of energy and a lot of enthusi
I[U_PQKPPMTXML][KIZZa\PZW]OP\PQ[^QK\WZa?MXTIaML
tough all the way through against adversity and made plays
when we needed to.”
<PM0][SQM[TW[M\PM\W[[IVL\PM5I^MZQKS[MTMK\\W
SQKS\PMJITT<PMÅZ[\LZQ^MNWZ\PM0][SQM[ÅbbTM[W]\
IZW]VL\PMQZaIZLTQVM_PMV\PMaKW]TLV¼\KWV^MZ\I
\PQZLLW_V<PM0][SQM[LMKQLM\WX]V\\PMJITT\W\PM
5I^MZQKS[<PM0][SQM[UISMOWWLXTIa[WV\PMLMNMV[M
IVLXQVVML\PM5I^MZQKS[LMMX_Q\PQV\PMQZW_V\MZZQ
\WZaJ]\IXMVIT\aWV\PM0][SQM[OQ^M\PM5I^MZQKS[I
ÅZ[\LW_V<PM0][SQM[ÅVITTa[\WX\PM5I^MZQKS[WV\PMQZ
W_VaIZLTQVM<PM5I^MZQKS[KW]TLWVTaUIVIOM\PZMM
XWQV\[W]\WN \PMLZQ^M\PM[KWZM
<PM0][SQM[ZM\]ZV\PMJITTITT\PM_Ia\W\PMaIZL
TQVM_PQKPOQ^M[\PMUIOWWL[\IZ\\W\PMQZLZQ^M*ZIVLWV
/QM[[Z]VVQVOJIKSNWZ\PM0][SQM[OM\[IaIZLZ]V\W
JZQVO\PM0][SQM[_Q\PQVÅMTLOWITZIVOM)KW]XTMWN OWWL
Z]V[JZQVO\PM0][SQM[\WIÅZ[\IVLOWIT_PMZM,IV\M
;\M_IZLX]VKPM[Q\QV\WOM\[M^MVXWQV\[WV\PMJWIZL
<PM0][SQM[VW_TMIL\PM5I^MZQKS[
<PM5I^MZQKS[TWWSQVO\WIV[_MZXQKSQ\]XNZWU\PMQZ
aIZLTQVM)VLa8NMQNNMZZ]VVQVOJIKSNWZ\PM5I^MZQKS[
Z]V[\PMJITT_MTT0MJZQVO[\PM5I^MZQKS[\W\PM0][SQM[¼
aIZLTQVM<PM0][SQM[ÅVITTa[\WX\PMUIVLTQUQ\\PM
WNNMV[M\WIÅMTLOWITIVL\PM[KWZMQ[
<PM0][SQM[\PMVJZQVO\PMJITT_Q\PQVÅMTLOWITZIVOM
7VI\PQZLLW_V0][SQM[¼Y]IZ\MZJIKS*ZIL5MILMKWUM[
W]\WN XTIaIK\QWV\WÅVLIVWXMV+WZMa0MVVMLW_V\PM

>1>-34)5;)4;<)..80<7<7/:)80-:

Offensive Liner Scott Horvath passes the ball to quarterback Brad Meade.

ÅMTL_PWKW]TLV¼\PWTLWV\W\PMJITTIVL\PM0][SQM[
_W]TLSQKSIÅMTLOWIT\WUISM\PM[KWZM
<PM5I^MZQKS[[\IZ\WNN \PMQZLZQ^MPWXQVO\WX]\[WUM
points of their own the board, but the Huskies manage to
\PM[\WX\PM5I^MZQKS[<PMaLQLVW\[KWZMIVaXWQV\[IVL
punted the ball off to the Huskies.
<PM0][SQM[[\IZ\\PMVM`\LZQ^M_Q\PIKW]XTMWN Z]V
VQVOXTIa[<PM0][SQM[UQ`\PMQZZ]VVQVOJIKS[IVLXI[[
WVTa\_QKMJ]\KWUMI_Ia_Q\P[M^MVXWQV\[_PMV,IV\M
;\M_IZLZ]VVQVOJIKSNWZ\PM0][SQM[X]VKPM[Q\NZWU\PM
!aIZLTQVM\WQVKZMI[M\PMTMILNWZ\PM0][SQM[

7V\PMÅZ[\XTIaWN \PMLZQ^M\PMY]IZ\MZJIKSNWZ\PM
5I^MZQKS[_I[[IKSMLNWZITW[[<PM5I^MZQKS[XQKSQ\]X
and bring it into Husky territory. The Huskies stop the
5I^MZQKS[WV\PMQZW_VaIZLTQVM<PM5I^MZQKS[OM\\PM
JITTQV_Q\PIY]IZ\MZJIKS[VMIS\WUISMQ\0][SQM[
leading.
0][SQM[KWUMW]\WN \PMP]LLTM_Q\PIZM\]ZVWN 
aIZL[Ja_QLMZMKMQ^MZ+PIL8M\MZ[WV)KW]XTMWN Z]V[Ja
;\M_IZLJZW]OP\Q\LMMX_Q\PQV5I^MZQKS[\MZZQ\WZa_PW

6HHFootball / Page

